Entorhinal verrucae are unique, small elevations on the surface of entorhinal cortex, formed due to distinctive clustering of large neurons in entorhinal layer II. In Alzheimer's disease, the verrucae atrophy as a result of neurofibrillary tangle formation and concomitant neuronal loss. Previously, we found significant decreases in verrucae height, width, surface area, and volume even in the mildest stage of Alzheimer's disease. In this report, we introduce a new method for analyzing verrucae prominence using measures of their curvature. Smoothed surfaces and curvatures were generated using FreeSurfer (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu) from 100 µm 
introDuction
Entorhinal verrucae are a unique surface structure on the anterior parahippocampal gyrus. The entorhinal verrucae create a protrusion or bump on the entorhinal surface presumably due to the large neurons that lie beneath the surface in layer II. Retzius and later Klinger described these bumpy structures as the 'verrucae hippocampi' [1, 2] . Since they are visible to the naked eye, several scientists have noted their presence [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , and in more recent work, the surface elevations have been referred to as the 'entorhinal verrucae' , which more accurately describes their location. The quantitative height of an individual verruca was demonstrated to be 0.13 mm for cognitive controls, with a range of 0.25 mm to 0.11 mm in height [3] . From our previous work, verrucae height correlated most strongly with qualitative observations, while verrucae volume was also significantly correlated, but verrucae width and surface area did little to differentiate the elevations from the underlying cortex. In non-demented aging, verrucae increase in total number with increasing age, but decrease in surface area in a cross-sectional study [4] . Conversely, in Alzheimer's disease, the entorhinal verrucae disappear completely due to the massive cortical atrophy. Even in the earliest stages of Alzheimer's disease, a significant decrease in verrucae height, volume, surface area, and width has been demonstrated [3] . For these reasons, entorhinal verrucae make an appealing morphological structure to study in normal controls as well as the Alzheimer's disease population.
The aim of this study was to determine if our previously published manual measurements Differential geometry is the mathematics of idealized surfaces and can be applied to biological surfaces [7] . Geometric surface properties can be separated into two forms: intrinsic and extrinsic. Extrinsic properties depend on the configuration of the particular surface as it is embedded in a space, and as it is apparent to an external observer. Intrinsic properties are invariant of the embedding of the surface in a space and are apparent to a viewer inside the surface [7] [8] [9] [10] . The cerebral cortex contains both intrinsic and extrinsic curvatures [9] . A cortical fold, for example, has both extrinsic properties (its general cylindrical shape) and intrinsic properties (the shear and stretch of local features on the fold). It has been documented that intrinsic curvature detects spherical structures -either concave or convex, whereas extrinsic curvature follows every point and changes depending on shape [7, [9] [10] [11] .
Although several studies have examined cortical folding and gyrification to better understand evolutionary and developmental changes [11] [12] [13] [14] , cortical shape [7, 11, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] and changes in diseases such as Alzheimer's, 
EXPErimEntal ProcEDurEs

Brain Samples
Brain specimens were collected from the Massachusetts General Hospital Autopsy Suite.
Ten entorhinal cortex samples were obtained as well as nine other cortical areas that included motor (n=4), orbitofrontal (n=1), Wernicke's area (n=1), occipital (n=1), fusiform area (n=1), and cingulate cortex (n=1) for a total of n=19.
All of the samples in this study were clinically cognitively normal and had no cerebrovascular incident or neuropsychiatric history, except one case had history of mild dementia. Additional demographic information has been noted in a previous study [3] . Figure 2A ).
Manual Verrucae Measures
In our previous study, isosurface models were reconstructed from high resolution ex vivo MRI volumes scanned at high field (7.0T) and individual verruca were measured quantitatively for height, width, volume, and surface area on control cases (n=10 cases) [3] . Individual verrucae were systematically harvard.edu). FreeSurfer uses components of differential geometry to connect multiple vertices that generate the 3D tessellated structure into a smoothed surface (not an isosurface) [29] [30] [31] . Here we generated our surfaces using the Marching Cubes algorithm [32] in Freeview.
Curvature Measures
For our analyses, we used tools in FreeSurfer to calculate multiple curvature measures AreaNorm is a FreeSurfer specific term that takes into account the area that was labeled.
In this paper, the positive integral implies that 
Region of Interest and Manual Labeling
Our methods pipeline is outlined in Figure 2 .
On intake, we photographed all fixed brain samples with a high resolution Canon camera (Figure 2A ). The case illustrated in (Figure 2 ) has many small entorhinal verrucae on the anterior parahippocampal surface. As described in our previous study [3] , we generated isosurfaces from our ex vivo MRI for all cortical areas examined. An individual isosurface of entorhinal cortex is shown in (Figure 2B ).
Subsequently, we generated surfaces on which 
rEsults
In this study, we compared AreaNorm(H +/-) and AreaNorm(K +/-) to our previously published quantitative entorhinal verrucae that were individually and manually labeled [3] . The fundamental workflow for curvature measures is illustrated in Figure 2 , and shows the gross specimen, isosurface, smoothed surface, region of interest and label used to generate these subsequent data.
We examined the curvature of non-entorhinal surface from other cortices that do not exhibit verrucae.
We used the same ten cases as in [3] and 
Discussion
In this report, we demonstrated that both 
